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Terminology, and a Little History

I was originally given a working title for this paper incorporating the traditional terms "main entry"

and "corporate entry". "Entry" and "main entry" are persistent parts of cataloguing jargon long embedded

in English-language cataloguing codes and still present in AACR2R. By the mid-twentieth-century, they

had come to stand for concepts of critical significance to anyone who compiles or uses any manual

bibliographic file, but particularly to those who compiled and used library catalogues consisting of unit

records in dictionary arrangement. It is hard to bring either of these terms into the context of today’s

interactive catalogue.

"Entry" can only mean a single bibliographic record, but what is that? A logical record under the

control of a database management system (DBMS), with its MARC content designators, local holdings,

location, and circulation data, etc. is certainly an entry--but who calls for the interface to display a logical

record as such, except someone in a local cataloguing operation who creates or revises it? Cataloguing

codes, although written for that person, use the term also to describe something of consequence to the

end-user in the retrieval process. A manual file typically displays a succession of complete logical records

containing bibliographic descriptions as the initial (indeed, only) response to any search. An automated

catalogue, or OPAC, is almost never programmed to do so. What it presents to the end-user is almost

always a selection of data elements from either bibliographic or authority records, the display differing

according to the stage of the retrieval process or the direction of any programmer, including the

particular searcher, who is now often given the opportunity to customize the interface. In this context,

"entry" conveys nothing of practical significance. I stopped using the term years ago.

The problem with the term "main entry" is much more complex. During the slightly more than one

century which separated the use of digital formats in interactive searching from Charles Jewett’s proposal

to distribute copies of cards from a central production agency as a means of reducing local cataloguing

costs, this term acquired complex layers of meaning beyond the superficially obvious. When much of this

meaning was rendered irrelevant in practice by interactive searching, the core of practical significance it

retains is now too often misunderstood.



"Corporate entry", the other term I was originally asked to use in this paper, never conveyed any

meaning except by allusion, and in the context of the terms discussed in the two previous paragraphs.

This term is shorthand for a principle of authorship developed over a one-hundred-year period, only to be

changed radically by AACR2 into a pragmatic response to a limited problem. It can be no surprise that

this term is now even more misunderstood than the other two.

When AACR2 was written in 1974-78, many consequences of automation were known and

considered. Its authors dealt with these in introducing concepts and facilitating practices pertinent to the

interactive catalogue. Yet to that point, automation in cataloguing had largely served only to make more

efficient the production of cards to file into existing manual catalogues. Cataloguers were familiar with,

and used, the information-retrieval capabilities of a DBMS, but the interactive catalogue was still a

relative novelty to end-users. Recognizing this, the authors of AACR2 could not cut users of the manual

catalogue entirely adrift.

They also considered cataloguers and cataloguing-department administrators. The main concern of the

latter was the cost of automation itself, including new keying as necessary. Any suggestion that the data

to be automated might desirably be changed was resisted. Even cataloguers who welcomed actual change

in practice and cheerfully learned some new vocabulary did not necessarily see a pressing need to

abandon all the jargon born in the manual context. Could old terms not be understood in a new context?

With hindsight, I now see that it would have been better had AACR2 (or at least the 1988 revision)

abandoned the terms discussed above, and others, and substituted a slate of new ones to describe practice

in the automated context to which the code was increasingly addressed. In this paper, I use my version of

the jargon, not that of AACR.

The Document versus the Work

Others at this conference are attempting to define what work and document can mean in the context of

digitization. Whatever it means, the document has been the raison d'être for the bibliographic record

throughout cataloguing history. Identifying and describing it takes precedence over identifying a work

whenever pragmatic considerations (many of them based on the practicalities of the manual catalogue)

preclude a consistent and clear separation of the two entities. Descriptive elements (AACR2, part I) are

transcribed from the "natural language" either of the document itself or of the cataloguer to permit their

objective matching with a copy of the document or with another description of it. Conversely, retrieval

(access) elements (AACR2, part II) are based on the intellectual content of a work, not on the physical

document embodying it (see rule 20.1). They are made subject to vocabulary control precisely to separate

them from the natural language of the document as necessary to accomplish their purpose. Every

controlled-vocabulary access point has a basis in natural language, but has been standardized so that it

can be retrieved at a predictable file location.



Titling straddles the venues of both work and document, a fact underlying much of the perceived

problem which occasioned the JSC’s request for this paper. A natural-language title as found on a

publication unquestionably identifies a document. Its reliability in also identifying a work is the

contentious issue. This is not a hair-splitting distinction, yet alas, even librarians occasionally fail to take

its implications seriously. When non-librarian programmers and systems designers are not adequately

informed of the reason for the distinction, they naturally respond that no purpose is served by it because

all forms of titling can be made accessible on the same basis. To the cataloguer, on the other hand,

distinguishing between the natural-language title of a document (a "title proper") and the controlled-

vocabulary title of a work (a "uniform title") is the basis of bibliographic control over the work, as

distinguished from that over the document; but it is only the basis: more is needed.

Consistently for centuries in Western cataloguing and all other formal methods of citation or reference,

a title of any kind (proper or uniform) is not used in isolation to identify a work. Just as a person is

identified by his or her surname followed by given names and perhaps other elements, a work is identified

by two data elements: a juxtaposition of its own name (a uniform title, not necessarily a title proper) and

the name of its author (or one of them) if one is available. Furthermore, in any filing/searching sequence,

the latter, traditionally considered the more important, takes precedence. Problems of multiple or

unidentifiable authorship and/or of multiple titling complicate this simple principle and have given rise to

increasingly complex cataloguing rules.

Many a single document, such as an anthology, collection, or serial, contains more than one work.

Access points relevant to such an entity as a document, such as compilers and collective titles, may have

little obvious connection with those relevant to the individual works it comprises. Cataloguing codes have

always provided a technique for accessing the individual works within such a document: something

AACR2 calls an "added entry". The descriptive format chosen may vary: AACR2 chapter 13 provides

special "analytic" formats, one of them ("multilevel") based on ISBD. Products of the A&I services are

totally based on these work-identifications rather than on document identification; each service uses its

own descriptive format. In each case, however, the access point for the work-within-the-document being

revealed consists of the same two elements: a personal or corporate name as relevant and a title, both (in

AACR practice but not always in A&I practice) vocabulary-controlled (see AACR2 rule 21.7B in

conjunction with rule 20.4, and many later rules chapter 21).

AACR2 also uses "added" access points to show a relationship of one work to another, using the

same name-title form as stated in the general rule 21.30G. Subject access points have not been the direct

concern of Anglo-American cataloguing codes since Cutter’s. However, the codes have been accepted as

the determinants of the form of every controlled-vocabulary access point for a person, corporate body,

place, or work, regardless of whether it is to be used in a name or a subject authority file. The Library of

Congress has long proposed eventually to merge its name and subject authority files, partly because of the

high proportion of names which must be duplicated in the latter.



Limitations of the Manual File

The manual bibliographic record (entry, catalogue card) is an indivisible combination of an access

point with at least some descriptive elements. Economic, space, and portability limitations, particularly of

large, internationally significant manual bibliographic files, precluded multiple access points per

document. Manual searching inherently limits the combinations of data elements which can be juxtaposed

(coordinated) in a search. A cataloguing code decrees which few non-subject access points are to be

established for a work. It is just as significant that the cataloguing code also determines the order of the

descriptive data elements filed (and therefore displayed) following each access point, subject or other.

The searcher of the manual catalogue cannot change that fixed collocation of elements.

Contrary to the assumption of many, the ill-named "main entry heading" (a term not common in the

codes themselves) is not normally a single access element, such as the name of an author. In principle, it

is the two-element work-identifier discussed in the previous section. It consists of an author’s name

(provided there is one available) in controlled-vocabulary form, along with a title, also in controlled-

vocabulary form as a uniform title where relevant. In the manual catalogue, codes ensured that this most

significant and universally desirable collocation was always kept together as a single unit for subfiling

under any access point other than the "main" one (that is, a subject or "added" access point). Filing rules,

unhappily divorced from the codes themselves since Cutter’s, reinforce this collocation because the

cataloguing code is the basic filing rule for the manual catalogue. (AACR2R still bears vestiges of its

origin in the era not only of the manual, but of the dictionary, catalogue.) Both the code and the physical

unity of records increasingly produced centrally (by the Library of Congress, for example) for broad

distribution conspired to ensure that card catalogues are essentially the same everywhere in structure and

record-display, with the same strengths and the same limitations.

AACR2 did not significantly breach the technical and economic limitations of a manual catalogue. In

particular, whenever the issue is access rather than description, it concentrates on access to the work. In

the context of database management systems and the OPAC, it seems astonishing that it is largely silent

on access to the many natural-language descriptive elements, whether singly or in combination, whose

inclusion in the record it prescribes (for example, date of publication or distribution, physical format,

status as a government publication). The inclusion and coding of the so-called "fixed fields" in the MARC

format, which made these searchable, remains unmentioned in AACR. The date of a work (not a

document), surely one of its significant identifying elements, appears in AACR only as a rare, if potential,

part of a uniform title in a late subfiling position. That it would not be used as an access point in a manual

catalogue may be one reason why it does not even feature among descriptive elements prescribed for

inclusion in the record. The more compelling reason is that this datum, not being document-descriptive, is

intended to be sought in reference sources rather than in the catalogue.



Deconstructing the Bibliographic Record; Limitless Interactive Searchability and Its Hazards

A MARC-formatted record under the control of a DBMS is not searchable only at the few access

points determined by a code, nor is it a unity displayed only as the sequence of elements prescribed by a

code. Its data elements are ready to be retrieved, and assembled for display, virtually at the user’s

discretion. Programmers are now largely freed from practical limitation in programming cost or

processing time as they seek innovative ways to manipulate and display the data in a bibliographic file.

Reference librarians and end-users now have greater influence than a cataloguing code in defining the

parameters of these processes to anyone who designs or customizes a user interface. Retrieval commands

and display style are therefore far from uniform among the many commercially competing processing

systems. Since the searcher does not "see" the contents of an interactive catalogue in the way one could

instantly grasp much of the scope and content of a manual one, both the flexibility offered by a single

system and the differences among systems can be confusing.

Any DBMS can access all traditional code-required access points in phrase-indexed mode (that is, as

whole access points searchable at the first word or symbol in the character string). However, they also

can, and all now do routinely, make single words or codes individually retrievable, (1) from within

phrase-indexed controlled-vocabulary access points, (2) from natural language in the descriptive portion

of the record, (3) from codes in the so-called "fixed fields", whose content is based on data elements at

least implicit in cataloguing codes, or (4) from data elements and codes whose presence in a record are

the result of additions only to the MARC format and not (yet) to the cataloguing code.

In contrast to the near-total access potential of today’s DBMS, AACR addresses itself to a very limited

area of access, access to the work. However, this is the very access which OPAC interfaces have tended

to ignore. The DBMS overrides a cataloguing code in permitting a searcher to collocate retrievable

words or other data elements using boolean operators ad hoc--that is, at the time of, and for the purposes

of, the particular search. This means there is no longer any technical reason to consider the collocation of

an author’s name and a uniform title (the work-identifying "main entry") to be any more important than

the collocation of any other two (or more) data elements. That this collocation remains permanently

important intellectually (because it identifies a work) is easy to forget when one is charmed by all the

other possibilities, most of which are significant only for a given search.

While nobody questions its potential benefits, all this flexibility requires searchers at an OPAC to think

carefully about what they are seeking and how to go about it. There is therefore greater potential for

confusion for anyone who cannot or does not clearly define what is wanted. The guiding function of a

cataloguing code seems more desirable than it ever was in the context of the manual catalogue; does

nobody want this guidance any longer?



Finding a Work (Not Merely a Document) in an OPAC

The searcher who wants whatever Ludwig van Beethoven had a hand in composing retrieves it easily

at the access point for the person. However, the sequence in which the hits are displayed depends on the

interface and is not necessarily one which collocates all versions of the same composition. Anyone

wanting to choose from among all the available scores of the composer’s final symphony--or to find any

work to which it is related or any work which discusses it as a subject--should not have to browse

through every record retrieved under the composer’s surname.

If the interface does not sequence the hits so that records relating to a single work appear as a group,

the wise searcher uses boolean operators to match Beethoven in a name index with some word(s) in a title

index, certainly in this case including Symphony and perhaps D minor. In effect, this reconstructs, ad hoc,

the process of author-title work identification which in a manual catalogue is forced on the searcher by

the "main-entry" combination. The searcher had to be aware that the title wording required is that of

recognized work-identification in the musical context, and not necessarily that of scores’ title pages with

their potentially different languages and word-order. The cataloguing code permits, and sometimes

requires, the cataloguer to include several title-related elements within a uniform title; MARC formatting,

and not merely keyword searchability in an OPAC, permits these to be separately accessed.

The MARC Format Confuses the Issue

Any title proper, alternative title, parallel title, etc. is primarily an element of document

description/retrieval, not of work identification/retrieval. A uniform title is designed only as an element of

work identification. MARC tagging was fixed in imitation of the Library of Congress unit-card format

just at the time "uniform" work titling changed from being a file-organization device for exceptional

material (see below) to being a universal principle in the identification of a work as such.

Following manual card format, MARC tagging therefore shows a uniform title as a work-based access

point (tag 130) only when no author’s name is also present. When an author’s name is also present, the

uniform title is assigned a tag in the 240s along with the document-titling tags. This has prompted system

designers and searchers to make it searchable not as a necessary adjunct to the author’s name in name-

title access to a work via a name (author) index, but rather as just another titling in a title index, where

there is not much point in searching for it independently. This is not a fault of the cataloguing code, which

makes it clear that the "title" in a name-title access point is always a uniform title where one is relevant. It

is the fault of the MARC format and the corner-cutting and misunderstanding of those who design OPAC

indexing and interfaces for retrieval.



Subject and "added-entry" access points for works also show confusing discrepancies in their MARC

content designation. The fields in question bear tags 600 through 630 and 700 through 730. Fields 630

and 730 contain a uniform title only, with the title element in subfield a. However, if there exists an

author’s name appropriate to the work in question, the uniform title is assigned to subfield t (title), and

possibly others, but within the same field whose subfield a is associated with the author’s name.

Containing both the author’s name (if any) and the uniform title within a single field has the highly

desirable result of ensuring that both elements are recognized as necessary to work-identification. It is,

however, inconsistent with the treatment of these two associated elements when both together form the

"main entry" for a document as described in the previous paragraph.

The Incomplete Name Authority File also Confuses the Issue

Corner-cutting and the early use of automation only for card production to continue existing manual

files both encouraged the direct transfer of authority files from manual to automated systems. The gradual

change of the merely "automated" to the interactive system did not at first change file design. The manual

name authority file is not searched by the end-user. It exists for file maintenance, hence typically contains

records only for "problem" cases: personal, corporate, and place names requiring cross-reference links,

and works (inlcuding series) requiring a name-title access point for "added" access. Linked with

bibliographic files in a database management system, however, authority files are the very basis for

interactive end-user searching and must contain all the names which might be searched on a controlled-

vocabulary basis. Libraries therefore had to copy into the name authority file the controlled-vocabulary

forms of the names of all the remaining (non-problematic) persons and corporate bodies from their

bibliographic files. Names of places as such were often left only in the subject authority file.

Alas, the names of works as such (in the name-title form, remember) were left in limbo. By default

rather than design, the few which already existed in the manual authority file became part of the

automated one and the old reasons for entering new ones continued to be respected, but the rest were

ignored. In the manual system, the bibliographic file itself showed the existence of any work through its

"main entry" coordination of author and title, visible in immediate conjunction on every copy of the

record wherever it appears in the file. The automated name authority file, which the end-user must now

use and typically sees on the monitor as the first result of a "browse" command, appears as a confusing

mixture of many person/corporate-body identifications along with a meagre few work-identifications.

What is the end-user to make of the realization that a browse elicits many work-identifications, such as

Bible ..., as (uniform) titles alone but very few as author-plus-title?

. It might be less confusing to end-users if work-identifying access points were suppressed from

displaying in an OPAC browse of names. However, this would put the use of name and subject authority

files out of consonance with one another. A clear work-identification, if relevant to the item listed, is



essential in a subject search. The user looking for something about Shakespeare’s Hamlet (the work), is

not looking for something about Shakespeare (the person), so to function at all, the automated subject

authority file must distinguish them even if the automated name authority file does not. Of course, works

form but a small part of a typical subject authority file, so who would argue not to include them

individually in the automation process, even though printed subject authority files typically exclude them,

since cataloguing rules for names govern their formulation. The inconsistencies identified in this and the

previous section do not leave me confident that our catalogues are more user-friendly now that the

perhaps over-rigid structure of the manual file has given way to the probably over-flexible one of the

OPAC.

What Complications are Introduced by a Corporate Body as "Author"?

The theoretical answer is "none". The problem, if one exists, is historical. It can be desirable to attach

a corporate entity’s name to a title proper or to a uniform title for any of the reasons analyzed above.

However, different-language or different-version manifestations do not bulk large among the problems

presented by corporate publications. What is much more of a problem is something not common among

anonymous works or those of personal authorship: the high incidence of non-distinguishing titling. When

is Annual Report in itself an adequate identification of a work?

The concern with a theory of authorship evident throughut modern cataloguing history led to the

construction of a shaky theory of authorship by corporate bodies which developed from Jewett trough

AACR1. A century of expansion of the theory to meet the problems it created spun out of control as the

identity of the corporate body intruded ever more pervasively into the process of report writing by

individuals (whether in its employ or on contract). With AACR1, the "corporate authorship" theory

toppled. AACR2 retains its useful core in rule 21.1B2: some works do express the corporate nature of a

body as much as others express the personal nature of an author. However, AACR2 is more pragmatic

than theoretical in limiting the application of "corporate entry"; that is, work-identification using a

corporate name plus a title. (It is no coincidence that AACR2 also placed pragmatic consideration ahead

of theory in giving priority to naming over function to establish subordinate-body access-point forms in

rules 24.13-14, 24.19, and most of 24.18.) The corporate-entry limits in rule 21.1B2 have ben modified

since they were established in the 1978 text; they might be reviewed again to clarify that non-

distinguishing titling is the basic reason for the practice of including a corporate name in a work-

identifier.

Serials provide the best test of this reasoning. Although they provide plenty of examples of documents

whose titling is deliberately designed to be unique, they also provide the best examples of documents

whose titling seems designed precisely to deflect work-identification away from title wording and toward

the name of a corporate issuing or sponsoring body. Finally, serials provide the best examples of



documents whose titling is, again perhaps deliberately, ambiguous: on one issue, corporate naming is

clearly integrated grammatically and in graphic presentation with other title words or symbols; on another

issue, graphic design, abbreviation, etc. separate these elements.

The early practice of writing different rules for serials than for monographs did not survive the impact

of the integrating trend on which AACR2 is based. Committees in the AACR1 phase in the 1960s,

working only within the context of manual files, were already trying to reconcile the still evolving

principle of corporate authorship with a pragmatic need for catalogue-identification of a serial in terms an

end-user could relate to citations appearing elsewhere to the same serial. That cataloguing rules as they

were evolving could not be reconciled with the external force of common citation practice was first

acknowledged not within the context of AACR but within the context of ISBD(S), albeit by people who

worked on both standards.

ISBD(S) establishes a "key-title" as the appropriate work-identifier for a serial. This access device

requires the pre-coordination of two data elements when one alone (the title) does not provide unique

identification; the other element is often a corporate name. The fact that a key-title appends the other

element to the title, rather than vice-versa, is an insignificant difference in the context of automated

retrievability of separate elements. The fact that neither element within a key-title is vocabulary-controlled

also does not mean that this identification/access technique differs in principle from that described for

monographs above. The mandate of ISBD(S) was restricted to description and therefore precluded

mention of any controlled-vocabulary access technique, but this is insignificant in the context of an OPAC

where links in an authority file can effect the automatic equation of controlled-vocabulary and natural-

language forms. That any two-element key-title as a whole is a standardized, or kind of uniform, title is

acknowledged in AACR2-based cataloguing in two ways. The key-title is a required element in area 8 of

the description and as such is a potential access point. The extensions to rule 25.5 now commonly

adopted to create a uniform-title principal access point for a serial with a nonunique title prescribe the

key-title sequence (the title comes first), although vocabulary control is in operation.

How Much of a Problem, and To Whom, is Work Identification?

In the vast majority of all cases, a work has one author (or an objectively predominating one, or no

practically identifiable one), and its only documentary manifestation bears one title proper. This is

doubtless the major reason why the sometimes more complex implications of work-identification treated

in this paper are widely ignored. The uniform-title and/or name-title techniques analyzed herein were

originally applied centuries ago in single topical fields where work-identification problems were prevalent:

anonymous works of ancient and mediaeval times, primary legal materials, music. No example in AACR’s

chapter on uniform titles is from a current scientific area. A formalized technique of work-identification is

also more important in a database in which a searcher is likely to encounter documents containing the



same work in different language-versions. Again, the supremacy of English in current scientific writing

worldwide minimizes the need for a technique designed to collocate different-language manifestations of

the same work. As mentioned earlier, document-identification is not a primary focus of A&I services, so

distinguishing it from work-identification is not their priority. In fact, their major concern is concept-

identification, largely outside the scope of a cataloguing code.

For all these reasons, those most keen on developing state-of-the-art search techniques, whether in a

library or in an A&I service, tend to focus attention on what they consider more pressing file-structure

and concept-retrieval problems. Work-identification may be of greatest concern to those whose needs

have been addressed only more recently in the development of automated information retrieval:

humanitarians, historians, critics of literature, philosophy, and music. Should this diminish its importance

in the creation of bibliographic databases and the programming of search/display techniques?

In the 1960s, Seymour Lubetzky examined existing ad hoc methods of file organization to bring

manifestations of a work physically together in a manual catalogue. "Filing titles" ("corner-marks" in

Library of Congress terminology) were a method applied at the filing, not the cataloguing stage.

"Conventional titles" were a grab-bag of cataloguers’ constructs and therefore gradually brought under

the purview of cataloguing codes. Out of these, Lubetzky formulated the general principle of the uniform

title applicable to every case of work-identification. This is the principle first stated in chapter 4 of

AACR1 and more fully developed in chapter 25 of AACR2.

Applying every provision of these chapters in a manual system of unit records introduces redundancy

and potentially confusing elements into a record seen as a whole during every search. This would have

run counter to the practices evolving during the late stages of the manual catalogue. Those practices were

strongly influenced by the economics of keying (typing) individual records and by the desire to display

only what the average student or faculty user of an academic-library catalogue needs and can comprehend

readily. The maintenance, for economic reasons, of only partial manual authority files is a related trend

already addressed above. In bibliographic files, redundancy was so shunned that from 1949 through to the

implementation of ISBD, North American cataloguing practice even sanctioned (nay, required) tampering

with titles proper! For example, the first word of the three-word title Shakespeare’s Complete Works was

omitted from the title transcription because it was contained in another part of the record (not even a

descriptive part, but the author-access point). In the case of serials, the consequences were disastrous:

Journal of the American Statistical Association lost its last five words, becoming merely Journal!

The digital record, on the contrary, is almost never called into view as a whole. The redundancy

rampant within it is a non-issue. Indicator bytes are filled more with blanks than with significant codes;

statements are made in words in one field and essentially repeated in code in another; the publication date

appears in two separate fields (so why does the work-date appear nowhere?). The MARC format is being

added to constantly in order to provide for data elements nobody thought significant for a manual record,



some of them of use only to a few specialist searchers. The customizable user interface eliminates any

problem of displaying potentially confusing or redundant data elements to a searcher who does not need

to deal with them; any additional cost of storing and manipulating becomes more insignificant with every

advance in hardware and software.

Thus AACR, once considered a standard establishing a high level of input requirement, now seems the

most minimal of input standards, even if one considers all the "optionally" desirable elements it suggests.

MARBI and like committees are filling the gaps left by JSC’s tradition-bound view of what data elements

might ever be desirable. Commercial software producers are deciding what search-and-display potential

should be actualized. Individual library and consortium policies determine what data are input, whether as

text or as code.

Recommendations: The Document AND the Work

Although the term "main entry" should have been abandoned long ago, the concept, theory, and

practice underlying this much maligned term remain sound. The consequences of abandoning these would

be to leave the identification of the work to the last stage of a search process: the ad hoc boolean

coordination of elements of a creator’s name with title word(s). I think clear work-identification is a more

fundamental requirement in information retrieval now than ever before, and certainly more necessary than

document-identification as a work can appear in more and more documentary forms, physical and

electronic. To this end, I propose another useful, and I think not too costly, redundancy in automated

bibliographic control: the inclusion of work-identifiers in an authority file as a matter of course, not of

exception. This involves no change in the theory of AACR, which was written in the context of the

manual bibliographic file as a self-sufficient entity. Its terminology and prescription of practice simply

need to be rewritten to take into account the linkage of separate bibliographic and authority files.

The above might be accomplished in the following way:

1) Change AACR terminology to distinguish the work more clearly from the document. Introduce the

term principal access point for a work to express the concept involved in a term long used by

cataloguers although not in the cataloguing code: "main entry heading". (This is the easy one for the

JSC.)

2) Identify a work as such only in its authority record. The existing AACR techniques suffice: pre-

coordinating the name of an author or predominating author (if one is available) with its uniform title

(which is most often the same as the title proper, but in many cases is not and may include elements

other than titling words). Include all the usual equivalence, hierarchic, and associative links relevant to

a work within this authority record. Link each work-authority-record with all appropriate document



identifications (although there will normally ever be only one). It may or may not be useful for existing

name-authority files to be maintained separately from the proposed work-authority files. It is taken for

granted that name and title elements within the pre-coordination will be phrase-searchable separately,

as well as word-searchable. (This is the radical one for the rewriting of AACR2.)

3) Require that, as a condition of adhering to the national cataloguing standard, an agency provide access

to every work (however defined as a result of this conference) appearing within each catalogued

document. (This is the one administrators will ignore, as they have so easily during this past

generation because the present code sets so low a standard of required compliance (generally the

"rule-of-three" and for monographs only), so I guess it will have to be "optional"; just don’t make it

so easy for them to shirk the responsibility.)

This should all nicely fall into place with the proposal now circulating for a kind of ISBN for works!

Vancouver, B.C., July 8, 1997


